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AgroCycle Marketplace is a web-based platform that enables the trading of agri-food

waste, co-products and by-products (AWCBs) in the context of adding value and reducing

the environmental impact.

This virtual ‘circular economy’ marketplace provides a channel delivering new uses and

economic value for traditional ‘waste streams’. It connects generators of AWCBs with

potential end-users by means of on-line profiles and detailed material characteristics,

quantities, location, etc. It will include a facility to calculate the environmental impact of

each use option, providing the customer with an environmental ‘footprint’ certificate.

Its overall impact is to deliver new use pathways for AWCBs enabling the agri-food

stakeholders to find new ways to generate income while having positive social and

environmental impacts.
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Email: drilona.shtjefni@eubia.org  

Food, Agriculture and Biotechnologies (FAB)
The EU China research and innovation flagship initiative on food, agriculture and biotechnologies
(FAB) is a comprehensive research and innovation cooperation programme launched in 2014 to
tackle sustainable agriculture, food security and safety in the EU and China. This has translated so
far into 12 Horizon WP 2020 topics dedicated to cooperation with China with a total EU budget of
94 million euro. Common priorities and WP topics have been jointly identified and co-funded by
the EC with CAAS and MOST. As a result, 13 joint projects have been launched involving 63 Chinese
partner organisations. For third phase of the FAB Flagship (Work Programme 2018-20) a more
balanced EU-China cooperation is envisaged with emphasis on integrated approaches to food
safety in agri-food chain, high-efficient management of soil quality and land resources, healthy soils
for healthy food production, and use of biogas digestate for high-quality organic fertilisers,
fertilisers and other topics with common interests when it is appropriate; Four topics are planned
to be published as follows:
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Our request to you 

Please sign up… Launch Feb 2019

Please let us know what you think…

Please share…
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